
 
 

 
 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
 
This is to inform you that, in releasing any object as part of the collection initiated by the artist Letta 
Shtohryn within the artist’s residency in Wrocław under the AIR Wro programme, carried out by Blitz, 
Valletta 2018 Foundation, and Arts Council Malta, in collaboration with the local-government cultural 
institution named Strefa Kultury Wrocław (Culture Zone Wrocław), to implement the Garderoba 
wspomnień (Textile memories) artistic installation (hereinafter ‘the Project’), you consent to the 
following: 
 

1) You acknowledge that the objects left at Infopunkt Barbara (ul. Świdnicka 8B), Wrocław, are 
your exclusive property that you can freely dispose of without any restrictions and their transfer 
within the Project will not infringe on any third-party rights, including the rights of ownership or 
others, including copyright and rights in images; 
2) The ownership of the objects and the right to use them in any manner within the Project when 
they are left at Infopunkt Barbara (ul. Świdnicka 8B), Wrocław, passes to the local-government 
cultural institution named Strefa Kultury Wrocław (Culture Zone Wrocław), an entity having its 
registered address at ul. Świdnicka 8B, 50-067 Wrocław, Poland, registered in the Cultural 
Institution Register kept by Wrocław Municipality under number RIK 37/2012, NIP (tax 
number): 899-273-65-81, REGON (business identification number): 021907583; 
3) The objects will be used for the implementation of Letta Shtohryn’s artistic installation in the 
manner decided at will by the artist, during which use they can be partly or completely destroyed 
or amalgamated with other objects;  
4) Any objects left but, in accordance with the artist’s will, unused in the installation will be 
disposed of in the manner decided at will by Culture Zone Wrocław, provided that Culture Zone 
Wrocław has no obligation to store any unused objects or return them to those who left them;  
5) We do not accept objects whose total value from a single transferor exceeds PLN 4902. 

 
If you do not consent to an object being transferred and used in accordance with the above principles, 
please refrain from transferring it. Leaving an object at Infopunkt Barbara is tantamount to consenting 
to its use in accordance with the above principles without the right to make any claims in relation 
thereto. 


